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JUMPING VERONA READY TO GO 
Jumping Verona has always attracted big names and what a line-up there is going to be once  

again at this 18th edition, coinciding with Fieracavalli’s 120th anniversary, as the best of the best chase  
those precious points in the third leg of the 2018-2019 Longines FEI Jumping World Cup™ Western European 

League on their way to next April’s final in Gothenburg, Sweden. 

It is really gratifying for Jumping Verona and exciting for Fieracavalli’s passionate public to see that this year’s 
competitors include all the medallists from the recent World Equestrian Games held in Tryon (USA); Germany’s 
Simone Blum (Gold) and the two Swiss riders Martin Fuchs (silver) and Steve Guerdat (bronze). 
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The stunning startlist includes seven of the world’s top-10 riders; no. 1 HarrieSmolders from The Netherlands, 
Steve Guerdat (no 2), Sweden’s Henrik von Eckermann (no 3), Germany’s Marcus Ehning and Daniel Deusser 
(nos. 5 and 6), Sweden’s PederFredricson, no. 7 in the rankings and reigning European champion as well as 
Martin Fuchs (no 10).  

 



 

 
 

 

Winning the Italian leg of this series has long been a badge of honour, as riders place their names alongside so 
many great legends of the sport. 

With Belgium’s Stanny van Paesschen riding O de Pomme, Brazil’s Rodrigo Pessoa with Lianos, Albert Zoer and 
Okidoki as well as Ireland’s Bertram Allen – the youngest-ever winner with Molly Malone – the Verona Roll of 
Honour is truly a list of champions. Allen is back again, but will be facing competition from one of the most 
formidable fields of all times, including two members of the Belgian team that won the Longines FEI Jumping 
Nations Cup™ title in Barcelona, Spain - Niels Bruynseels and Pieter Devos.Austria’s Max Kuhner,who finished 
individually sixth at the WEG and Italy’s Lorenzo De Luca who finished seventh will also be competing. So when 
one adds to the mix America’s Jessica Springsteen and Australia’s Edwina Tops-Alexander, one hasall the 
ingredients for a star-studded weekend of superb sport. 

 

Click here for the entry list 

Click here for the timetable 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIERACAVALLI 120 YEARS OF PASSION 



 

 
 

Fieracavalli celebrates 120 years and enhances its programme with major innovations. A four-day event dedicated to the 
equestrian world that attracts more than 160.000 enthusiasts to Verona from 60 countries worldwide thanks to 2.400 
champions representing 60 breeds and 200 events including competitions, exhibitions and animations. 

Together with the best in Show Jumping with the only Italian leg of the Longines FEI Jumping World Cup™ and all the 

competitions promoting young Italian riders under the auspices of the FISE, this year also sees the debut the 120 x 120 
Fieracavalli Grand Prix: a challenge involving 120 horses and riders selected in the course of 7 stages throughout Italy. 

Not only sports but also tourism thanks to Hall 1, where visitors can organise saddleback holidays, learn about slow travel 
thanks to the Master in Equestrian Tourism and discover Horse Friendly, the eco-tourism certification developed and 
promoted by Fieracavalli. 

The halls around the trade fair also host the finest examples of Arabian, Spanish, American breeds and the exciting Stars 
and Stripes specialities that this year for the first time welcome Reining, the most noble discipline in the American 
equestrian world. 

And, lastly, huge space dedicated to enjoyment for the entire family. In addition to the Children's Village in Hall 1, Area A 
hosts day-long animations, while Fieracavalli Nights ensures non-stop dancing and music until 23:00. Nor should we forget 
the Gold Gala Anniversary, scheduled Thursday to Saturday, featuring major names in national and international 
equestrian art. 

 

 

 

 


